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2021 Season Overview – Youth & Schools Committee  
 
Another covid challenged season that further disrupted cricket in Schools, shortened Leagues and 
Cups but also brought significant membership growth at our youngest ages – as a positive effect of 
people staying at home and trying new pastimes. 
 
Cricket Leinster ran 36 discrete competitions across boys, girls and Inter-Provincial in 2021. The total 
number of Youth players registered in 2021 was 2,014 which was a 146% year on year increase. The 
largest growth section was new, young players coming into the game, which reflects a “stay at home” 
Summer. These U9 players made up 607 (32%) of our registered Youth numbers – and growth in this 
cohort means that early engagement pre-2022 is critical to retain these players – and will be a key 
challenge for clubs if they hope to grow their overall base in 2022. 
 
There were a number of well received CL initiatives, including the cricket sets new cricketers received, 
a number of younger focused blitzes including girls between 9-11 years old, as well as a significant 
focus on reinvigorating youth cricket in the Midlands via a dedicated development officer and 
training. 
 
Inter-Provincial and intra-District cricket covered key ages, with significant effort and support from 
Brian O’Rourke and the Youth Development team. One key example of this work was that the Leinster 
underage girls squads (U13, U15 and U19 Girls squads) played 19 games with the North West and 
Northern Cricket Unions over the Summer – with our u15’s finishing the Summer with 3 out of 3 wins. 
The Youth & Schools Committee is working with the CL Exec, on behalf of the Youth sections of 
constituent clubs, to better understand the performance development pathways.   
 
The Youth Committee did more outreach to clubs, in terms of looking for active input on how we can 
improve competitions, fixtures, ways of working and communication, to better support the clubs. We 
are currently reviewing and collating the feedback and will circulate in late October.  
 
Sustainability is an area that requires more in-depth analysis to ensure that clubs can deliver great 
experiences for new & current players, but retain numbers as the cadence of other competing sports 
expand into longer seasons that overlap with the cricket season. We have started working as a 
committee more closely with clubs to better understand the key drivers of how we keep young players 
interested and cater to players of every standard.  Key areas of feedback from parents in 2021 
included finding it difficult to schedule cricket because the times & days of games are different on a 
rolling weekly basis, as well as how can we structure matches & leagues better to ensure that as 
many young players as possible can get to contribute. We will address these, as well as other key 
areas of feedback in the 2022 pre-season. 
 
Youth cricket in Leinster needs to focus on 3 areas – participation, performance and profile. The 
incoming committee will need to improve results, co-ordination tools, engage fully with Schools, and 
consider a standalone Youth plan that delivers a clear set of goals based on a 3 to 5 year strategy.   
 
We’d like to acknowledge the sterling work done by Simon Dyke, as a key point of contact with Cricket 
Leinster, and Aoife O’Brien (Hon Sec) who did a huge amount of behind-the-scenes co-ordination.  
 
 
Liam Casey 
Interim Chair, Youth Committee 
 
 
 
 

 


